We describe a multiparameter data-acquisition program that is highly flexible and yet provides optimum machine code for each individual set of sorting conditions. An Event Analysis Language (EVAL) compiler allows the user full control over the handling of events and produces code which runs 4-6 times faster than a generalized program. We have integrated this technique into the Los Alamos Physics Division data acquisition system for high-speed sorting of a wide variety of input data from CAMAC or magnetic tape. The EVAL compiler is written in FORTRAN for MODCOMP computers, but can be easily modified for other systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
EVAL is an event analysis program used for data acquisition and for sorting event tapes. The basic idea exploited by EVAL is that sorting multiparameter data consists of many repetitions of a single sorting algorithm. If a language could be defined to easily describe such algorithms, a compiler could be written which would produce optimum machine code for each individual set of sorting conditions. This allows the user full control over the handling of the events and produces code which runs much faster than a generalized program. EVAL was originally developedl for sorting events from magnetic tape. We describe here its extension to on-line data acquisition using the Los Alamos Physics Division program IIZI!.2
One way to consider EVAL is as a program which transforms the computer into a programmable calculator with a large memory. Each multiparameter event is presented to the calculator individually. The user must write a program, in the EVAL language, which specifies how each event is to be treated. The calculator has an accumulator which can contain a number (either integer or floating point). It can test the value in the accumulator, do arithmetic with it, and use it as a channel number of a spectrum in memory to be incremented. While it can do both integer and floating point arithmetic, integer arithmetic is, of course, much faster.
About 30 commands, with suitable arguments, are sufficient to handle the manipulations required in most types of data acquisition. This includes masking and shifting the raw events, conditional branching based on gating conditions, performing arithmetic or bit manipulation with the events, incrementing spectra, and writing the events to tape. In addition, a subroutine capability allows the user to invoke any FORTRAN or assembly language code for more specialized requirements.
Since EVAL is concerned only with the sorting of multiparameter events, it can be incorporated into an existing data acquisition or analysis system with only moderate effort. The parts that are specific to a particular computer, display, or magnetic tape format can be easily recognized and altered, making the program widely transportable within the nuclear physics community.
II. EXAMPLE
Before providing details on the EVAL language, it is instructive to consider an example that, although relatively simple, illustrates many of its features. The following is a complete EVAL procedure, followed by a discussion of the program.
In reading the program the following points should be noted:
1)
While a name may be any length, only the first four characters are significant.
2) The delimiters space, comma, and equals are equivalent and may be used interchangeably to improve readability.
3) C in column 1 denotes a comment line. Comments may also be put on each EVAL command line by preceeding the comment with colon (:).
4)
The line numbers are added to cussion of the program. They of the program itself. In line 23 the TAC is loaded into the accumulator. To sum up, the illustrated sorting program has looked at a GELI-GELI coincidence. It has produced 6 spectra. Two The EVAL procedure capability allows this code to be incorporated with only a single instruction. If several 2-D spectra are to be created, arguments can be used in the procedure call for the appropriate words and spectrum.
IV. COMPILER DETAILS
Although the EVAL compiler is a selt-contained program, it must be incorporated into the data acquisition system by appropriate commands which load overlays or activate tasks. In the Los Alamos "Z" system2, a typical command flow is illustrated in Fig. 1 Once the sorting program is completed and the EVAL compiler exits, tasks are activated by appropriate "Z" commands for data acquisition (EVP in Fig. 1) SUBn command, code is generated to save the active registers and branch to the subroutine through a table in the common area. If variables are to be passed as arguments, their number and addresses are also generated. The actual address tor the subroutine is put into the common by the sorting task when it is loaded. In order to implement a new subroutine, the sorting task must be re-compiled and linked with the custom routine. A simple job-control procedure exists in the system for accomplishing this.
V. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
EVAL was implemented at Los Alamos only about 9 months ago, but is already used in many different applications. Many ot the users have converted from the general multiparameter code MUL3 in order to take advantage ot the increased sorting speed and flexibility offered by EVAL. For these cases, including multiple particle-telescopes, neutron time-of-flight, GELI coincidence, and wire-chamber proportional counters, the sorting speeds are roughly 4-6 times faster. EVAL is more efficient primarily because the sorting algorithm is "compiled" into the code rather than interpreting a large data structure to get the sorting instructions. systems programmer. For example, the execution of floating point instructions to do gain stabilization, and conditional branching prior to putting events in the tape buffer to name only two. This freedom in control of the input events, however, must be tempered by user caution since they can lose all of their data by improper event handling. Usually, such errors are easily detected on compilation or checkout. The implementation of EVAL has also greatly reduced the work load on our systems programmers, since most users can now write their own sorting programs. This factor alone results in increased productivity for the computer staff.
In addition to the MODCOMP data acquisition systems at Los Alamos, the EVAL compiler has been implemented on a Digital VAX-11/780 with some minor modifications, described by a paper in these proceedings.5 Another version is being developed at Los Alamos to compile macrocode instructions for a Bulk Memory Processor6 where word lengths of 24 bits and memory up to 16 megawords will be available for multiparameter sorting.
